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Pod Wars Picnics End the Year 
With School Spirit  
By Tommy Breitwieser, Anthony  
Bagnuolo, & Jayda Bonet, Grade 7  
 

   We all march down the concrete path lead-
ing to the town sports center we all know 
and love, the Sports and Recreation Com-
plex.  Red, blue, orange, yellow, green…  
Students walk proudly, representing the 
vibrant colors plucked right from a rainbow, 
coloring what is usually a bland path.  
   This year’s field day was a little different. 
To continue the fun we had back in October 
with “Halloween Pod Wars,” field day this 
year was called “Pod Wars Picnic.” Instead of 
participating as a whole school, we compet-
ed against our grade level pods. Each pod 
even had their very own Pod Wars Picnic t-
shirt provided by the PTSA. We were a color-

Fans Across the World Get Ready 
For the Summer Olympics  
By Colin Easterbrook  
& Giovanni Carnemolla, Grade 5 

*Some details may be subject to change due 
to COVID-19 
 

   The Olympics. A global phenomenon held 
every 4 years. Over 200 countries compete 
for the prestigious honor of winning a gold 
medal. The summer Olympics are upon us. 
We’ve waited 5 years for this. Billions of 
people are ready for the summer 2021 Olym-
pics. Are you? 
   The Olympics draw 3.2 billion people to 
watch annually. The summer Olympics were 
supposed to be held in 2020 but COVID-19 
prevented that. This summer the Olympics  
will be in Tokyo, Japan.  

Continued on page 19 

ful bunch that you couldn’t miss!  
  Participating in our pods almost made 
competition even more fierce because we 
were competing in smaller groups and 
could keep track of our scores all day long. 
Each station may have given you the jitters. 
For those of us who are very competitive, 
you want to win badly and gain friendly 
bragging rights.  
   No matter winning or losing, all of the 
activities were a hit! Thinking back, it’s 
hard to choose a favorite activity between 
the Pictionary, target practice, catch 
phrase, trivia, softball throwing, and snack. 
During these events you have to use your 
memory, knowledge and athleticism.  
   Who was the teacher to run a half a mar-
athon in under 2 hours? Mr. Cronin!  
7th graders learned that and so much more 
about our teachers as we played trivia.  
   Think you can throw or kick a football to 

Above: 8th grade Yellow Pod proudly poses as the winners of the 8th grade Pod Wars  

Picnic.  

hit some targets? It might sound easier than 
it actually is- those targets were pretty chal-
lenging!  
  During our 7th grade Pod Wars Picnic there 
was a tie for the first time ever. To decide 
who took the victory, the 2 teams had to 
put up 2 girls and 3 boys to try to see which 
team could kick the farthest in total. Hearts 
were pumping out of our chests and our 
shoes were about to fly off our feet. We 
were all so eager to find out the winner. The 
yellow team, 7th grade, Pod 3 rejoiced at 
hearing their team called.  
   We can’t forget that lunch! This year, stu-
dents had the chance to choose from three 
choices of lunches, all prepared by The 
Shack. Kicking back to enjoy a tasty lunch 
was just what we needed after all of the 
activities.    

Continued on page 5  
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8th Graders Celebrate During their Final Days in 
Middle School  
By Eamon Cathcart, Charlie Lalumia, & Sahib Miah, 
Grade 8  

 

   As the year comes to a close and classes are winding down, it can be 
hard to let go of coming to school every day, seeing your friends, and 
learning in class - especially if you are a graduating 8th grader. We, as 
an 8th grade class, have already been through so much, with our last 
two years as middle schoolers being restricted largely due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. However, it isn’t as if we haven’t had any fun at 
all. 
   Even with this year, we’ve had numerous events planned just for us 
in the last two weeks at school.  
   To kick off the events we had the 8th grade Fashion Show. We were 
so lucky to be able to dress up with our friends and have families and 
teachers celebrating with us. What a night it was!  
  The 8th grade class got to have a night of relaxation at the movie 
night, held right here at School No. 1. Students got to relax with their 
friends and watch the movie “Grown Ups.” There were plenty of 
snacks and laughs. 
   Not just the 8th grade, but the entire school had a blast competing 
against each other, class to class, in Picnic Pod Wars. After arriving at 
the Little Falls Sports and Recreation Complex — which most call 
simply, “The Rec” — classes, adorned with pod specific shirts and 
outfits, played fun games against each other. After competing in activ-
ities like trivia and kickball, classes sat down to enjoy a meal together, 
topped off with a sweet treat from Bob’s Ice Cream Truck. 
   We can’t forget the “Fourth of June-ly BBQ,” where the entire 8th 
grade class kicked back and relaxed outside. There was food, activi-
ties, and games involved, with everyone having a great time just being 

with one another. 
   Capping off these events, before graduation, the 8th grade had 
their own dinner and dance at The Legacy Castle. Students got to 
dine on delicious food and have a fun time dancing to some of 
their favorite songs. Everyone was dressed to impress.  
  We are very grateful to our 8th grade advisors Mr. Delfino and 
Mr. Plateroti, as well as to our principal Ms. Sprague and all of 
the teachers and parents who helped make our remaining days 
in middle school so memorable. Our years at Little Falls School 
No. 1 will never be forgotten. We’ll always remember, “It’s a 
great day to be a hornet!” 

Above: 8th grade Pod 4 smiles for a picture at their dinner dance. 
Photo courtesy of Ms. Studzinski.  
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News Briefs 

June is Pride Month 

During June we  

celebrate the LQBTQ+ 
community and recog-
nize their struggles for 
rights. This is a month-

long celebration of  

diversity, love, and  

acceptance.  

June Spirit Week 

Many thanks to the  

Student Council for 
putting together anoth-
er amazing Spirit Week 
to end the 2020-2021 

school year!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congrats, grads! 

Best of luck to all of our 
8th grade graduates! 
We know you will do 

great things in  

high school!  

Editorial  
Looking Forward To A New Normal 
By Jayda Bonet & Pinke Jiang, Grade 7  
 

    You look at the clock, to see the familiar red 
numbers. You prepare yourself in anticipation for 
the accustomed loud sound that commands a huge 
part of your life, telling you what to do next. Oddly 
enough it's kind of comforting and trust worthy to 
hear. Sooner than later you are walking through the 
tightly compact hallway(s) to get to your next class. 
You pass the colorful and creative billboards 
throughout the halls. You make it to your designat-
ed seat in your classroom and get ready for your 
next lesson once again. The cycle continues until 
you're out the doors of the school.  
   Due to COVID-19, school has drastically changed. 
Some kids have been staying at home, as virtual 
learners, while others are at school in learning 
pods.  Most of us miss our friends. Sure, we can 
hang out with them sometimes, but some of us 
couldn’t see our friends at all during quarantine! 
We sit together with our friends during lunch. We 
share our snacks and talk about our plans after 
school.  
   One thing is for sure, many, if not all, students are 

looking forward to school the way it was in 
previous years. For online students, we will 
look forward to being face to face with our 
teachers.  For many students, it is much easier 
to be in person with a teacher when learning.  
  How about switching classes and that pre-
cious time in the hallway to chat with friends?  
  Many students also miss how much easier it is 
to work in a group with your peers in school. 
This year students have to sit apart from their 
peers at their desks, and can’t move as often as 
they used to do. Before the pandemic, it was 
less challenging to reach out to your group 
mates and not have to make sure that they are 
still there and listening.  
   How about our electives and specials? Art 
students of Mrs. Henneberry also miss all the 
art supplies they need for projects and can’t 
wait to get back into the studio! We missed out 
on some of our favorite games to play in PE 
with Mrs. Campbell and Mr. Keating this year, 
like kickball and basketball.  It will be so great 
to be able to share equipment again! The new 
STEAM lab offers such amazing opportunities 
for students to collaborate and be creative 
with our peers. Many are looking forward to 
getting back in there for fun projects.  
    What is something almost everyone wants to 
see when they get back to school? Our friends 
of course! Research suggests the first thing 
most adolescents say they miss about school is 
their peers. Many kids miss the fact that they 
can’t play with their friends during recess or 
talk during lunch like the way they did before 
COVID-19. Lunch is an important time for kids 
to take a break from classes and socialize with 
friends. We can’t wait to join our friends at the 
lunch table!  
   It has been a challenging two years. We had 
to adapt to new rules and regulations that 
were difficult. School just wasn’t what we were 
used to. We also realized many things that we 
took for granted such as walking the halls of 
our school, seeing our teachers, and just being 
able to sit with our friends during lunch.     
Although it's been hard, we have grown 
enough to take on these challenges, and we 
have matured in different ways. Here’s to the 
2021-2022 school year! 

 

Above: An empty hallway as the bell rings to pass to 
another class, the cone signifying the end of  the 
5th grade hall.  

 

What are you most looking  

forward to  next year? 
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Advice Column  
How To Deal With Friend Drama and Trust Issues 

By Mariana Rayo, Grade 6 

 

   Oh boy, it's Monday morning and already the newest scoop of the drama and gossip that happened this weekend is making its way down 
the hallways and into every, and I mean EVERY class. Even the kids in the younger and older grades know what's up. Here's what happened: 
Darla told Dan you liked Dennis, and Dan told Doug. Doug likes you so he got discouraged and told Deb. Deb likes Dennis, so she got mad 
and told lies about you and Dan to Diane, who repeated them at the big dance to Dennis, who told Darla he didn’t like you anymore. Darla 
told you in the doughnut shop. You got mad and wrote a note to Dennis. You had Denise give it to Dane to give Dennis, only Dane had a 
dentist appointment and left early. So you called Dennis that night. Then you called Darla and Deb and Dan and Doug and Denise and Dane. 
Turns out Denise was mad at Deb….. Then you walk into class and realize – today's the math test!!! 
   This is what a typical day may look like now that we're in middle school and now school. In this article I'll be answering some questions 
that many middle schoolers have about drama, trust, and true friends.  
 

Dear Mariana, 
   How can I stay friends and fit in with everyone, while staying true to myself?  
              Thank you, 
                “Teen Troubles”             
 

  Dear Teen Troubles, 
     This is a common question that a lot of people in middle and high school have. I´ve had trouble and still do, trying to fit in with my friends 
while still being myself. I used to have to laugh at when people would get hurt or when my ex friends would be mean to others, if I didn´t 
then I would be cut out of the group without hesitation. I wish I knew better when I was younger about friends and I do have a lot of advice 
for this. To start off, think about how your friends make you feel when they are with other people or when making jokes. Do you feel fake 
laughing with everyone? How do they see other kids? Do they see just other people or do they see ”jocks, nerds, uncool kids, etc.¨? If so 
then are they really people you want to be friends with?  
 

Dear Mariana,  
      How do I know if my friends are trustworthy?  
                            Appreciate your help, 
                                      “Trust Issues” 
Dear Trust Issues,  
    It’s not really if your friends are trustworthy or not, that decision is really up to you if you personally trust them or not. Try to look for if 
your friends have said anything about you or have started rumors about anyone else, that will probably help with giving you your answer. In 
my personal opinion, I only trust my friends the most if I've known them for a very long time or I just have a lot of trust in them. Friends or 
best friends you trust are great to have so you can just unload everything on your mind to them, and know that they won't say a word to 
anyone.  
                 
Dear Mariana,  
     Who can I trust nowadays and how can I stop having issues with trust?  
                   Thanks, 
                   “Seriously Stressed”  
 

Dear Seriously Stressed,  
    Having trust issues is sadly something that a lot of people can develop from mostly anywhere — home, school, even from close people or 
friends. There really isn't a way to cure or stop having trust issues, but here's what you can do: try to accept the risk that comes with learn-
ing to trust again. None of us are perfect and have all the right to be careful with who we trust. Learn how trust works. Trust doesn't have to 
be given out freely; take emotional risks. Face your fears and other negative feelings built around trust. Try and trust again and find people 
who you trust the most and stay with them forever.  
 

   I hope this helps. Always feel free to reach out to me if you have any more questions or would like some more tips. :) 

                            Sincerely, Mariana Rayo 
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Editorial  
Let’s Update Our School Policy On Phones  
By Sahib Miah, Grade 8 

 

   As the school year dwindles down to its final days, students cheer 
and become excited for a great summer. The next school year will 
come and the general school policies will probably stay the same — 
dress code, attendance, grades.  Perhaps one of the more frus-
trating policies is not being able to use your phone, especially in 
lunch and recess.  
  I think, and a majority of students would probably agree, that we 
should be able to use our phones during lunch and other classes. 
Having phones available during lunch time and class may seem like a 
bad idea, but it’s not. People think having phones accessible during 
certain times in school is not a great thought because of the unlim-
ited things you can do, like going on Tik Tok, posting a Snap, texting, 
the list goes on. The ‘fear’ of children doing unrelated things is prob-
ably why the rule exists, but the temptations to do these things 
shouldn't be the obstacle to using them.  
   Students are constantly working and during lunch time they are 
only limited to talking. Having a phone near can give more room for 
things to do. There are many more ways to have fun on a phone 
than talk about the same things. Phones have a social relationship 
and they can help people stay connected to one another. The feel-
ing for everyone to be able to have constant connections to others 
can create comfort and happiness. Sometimes during my recess, I sit 
with my friends and we have nothing to talk about. Times like these, 
I would love to have the option to use my phone and listen to music 
or learn about anything new happening in the social world.     
Wouldn’t it be fun to be able to watch a music video with your 
friends during recess? Or maybe look through Tik Tok with your 
friends at the lunch table?  
   How about when your mom calls? Or someone else significant? 
Children should be able to go to lunch, and answer or see these calls 
in case of an emergency. 
  Apart from lunch time, students can use phones as a great remind-
er tool for upcoming assignments and other school related events. 
Most students don’t have a planner because they aren’t usually 
stated in school supply lists. With so many things happening at once, 
it can be hard to remember due dates and deadlines. Just a few 
notifications on upcoming work can be so beneficial for study habits 
and organization skills. Students can become independent and not 
rely on others to tell them due dates and more.  
  Moreover, most Chromebook and school devices block websites 
that can be helpful and not have certain functions other devices 
have. This issue creates several problems. First, not having complete 
access to websites for homework and projects, and second, upload-
ing photos slowly or not at all. With your phone near, most websites 
are unlocked for you to use and photo upload is much more efficient 
with no delay. If teachers don’t trust students, they can supervise 
them as they get their information or image uploaded.  
  Another reason? Phones can also be a great resource if the school 
is on a budget and saving money. If our school allowed phones, less 
money could be spent on textbooks, novels, printers, the list goes 
on. Apps like Notes, can be used to take, well notes, in class and not 

having to worry about pencils breaking or pens drying. Down-
loading apps for your classes will save money and time for heavy 
packets and books.  
   Phone use policies are a great debate in many schools. If each 
side can embrace each other and create some system where 
both groups feel heard, phones may have a possible space in 
school social life. Phones are the future and schools can try to 
find substitutes for them, but technology itself will always fit in 
no matter what. 

Continued from Front Cover  
Pod Wars Picnics End the Year with School Spirit 
 
   Field day was a great opportunity to shake off a year of staying 
inside and for us to socialize with our peers. Thanks to Mr. Keating, 
Mrs. Campbell, Mr. Pace, the PTA, and all the teachers and staff 
that helped and supervised for helping end the school year with 
some school spirit!  

Above: 8th grader Joseph Binetti illustrates his Pictionary clues.  
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The Inside Scoop On Little Falls Ice Cream 

By Ava Carter & Kyleigh Hanna, Grade 5  
 

   In the summer time there is one amazing, delicious and mouth watering treat that we all know and love. It's ... ICE CREAM. We went to all 
three ice cream shops in Little Falls — Rita’s, The Falls Creamery, and Sip N’ Swirl — to get the scoop on our town’s ice cream… and we didn’t 
mind treating ourselves to some cones along the way!  
   Can you guess what Rita's top most ordered ice flavor is? It’s mango! We were able to try it and it was actually very yummy. Rita’s has been 
in business on E. Main Street Little Falls since 2011, but their beginnings go way back to 1984. On one toasty summer day, Bob Tumolo 
opened Rita’s Water Ice in Bensalem, PA. Who’s Rita? His wife! Their ice and ice cream is homemade and it's made in the back of the store.  
Customers like their “ice cream” because it's actually custard and not your typical frozen treat.  
  Everyone has a favorite flavor. Oliva, an employee who served us, just loves the wild black cherry ice. As for us, our favorite is cotton candy.  
   Campfire s’mores. Can’t you just smell the roasting marshmallows and taste the oozy chocolate? Well, if you’re not having an actual s’more, 
Campfire S'mores ice cream will do the trick. It also happens to be the #1 selling ice cream at Falls Creamery. Located on Paterson Avenue, 
this ice cream shop is owned by the Barone family of Little Falls and has been in business since 2015.  
 Their ice cream is made from a company named Giffords in Maine. Giffords has been in business for over 40 years. They source their milk and 
cream from local dairy farms and berries from their neighbor’s farm just down the road from their business!    
   “Customers really love Falls Creamery because of all the different flavors,” comments Sydney, an employee. As for her, her favorite flavors 
are Toasted Coconut and Peanut Butter Pie.  
   Last but not least, is Sip N’ Swirl located on Main Street. They’re been selling their homemade ice cream for years and even sell it at stores 
all over New Jersey and New York. If you haven’t been there, maybe you’ve seen their old-fashioned looking ice cream truck driving around 
town. What comes to mind when you think of ice cream? Certainly not a trash can! However, “Trash Can” is the name of their most popular 
flavor and it’s actually really good. It is vanilla, M&Ms and chocolate syrup. Other favorite flavors include Coffee Grounds, Cookie Monster 
and Cherry Vanilla. As for Victor, an employee working at the time of our visit, his favorite flavor is Nutella Crunch and Black Raspberry Chip.  
   Now you have the scoop on Little Falls’ ice cream shops! 
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Food Review  
The Shack At Little Falls Sports and Recreation 
Center Offers Some Big Taste  
By Anthony Romano Jr., Grade 5 
 
   This may be a little place, but it has a big taste! Here at The 
Shack at the Little Falls Sports and Recreation Complex business 
is BOOMING! A lot of kids hang out here at the Rec Complex to 
play baseball, soccer, football and watch other people play. If the 
weather is warm, you can bet you’ll find kids here. Lucky for us, 
we now have someplace to eat as well! The Shack is owned by 
the Baskingers, a family that even lives in Little Falls.  
  Hungry? The Shack has 4 main sections on their menu. First, 
there's “Finger Foods” which includes chicken tenders, french 
fries, pretzels, pretzel bites, and many more. Next, there’s “From 
the Grill”. “From The Grill” contains different types of hamburg-
ers, hot dogs and cheese steaks. If that’s not enough, there’s also 
“Wraps & Sandwiches'' and last but not least, “ Breakfast.” Who 
doesn’t want the opportunity to eat breakfast any time of the 
day?  
   Can you guess what the most popular items are at the shack? 
Well, most kids like chicken tenders and fries, cheeseburger slid-
ers and the chicken bacon ranch wrap.  
  “I love the chicken tenders at The Shack. If you combine them with the fries it’s just perfect,” comments 5th grader Evan Post.  
   In addition to tasty savory foods, let's not forget about the sweets. Airheads, Sour Patch Kids, M&Ms, and Skittles are some of the favor-
ites you can find kids munching on while visiting The Shack.   
   Let’s rewind for a minute. The Shack is a brand new food destination in Little Falls. What gave them the idea to open up a place like this? 
Why at The Little Falls Sports and Recreation Complex? 
   “We wanted to give a place for kids to come hang out and eat some after school and after games. We wanted it to be at the new Sports 
and Recreation Complex because there are a lot of kids and we wanted to provide a good place for people to eat,” comments employee, 
Erik Getz.  
   Are you ready to check out The Shack? What are you waiting for? During spring and summer they are open 10:30 AM to 10:00 PM!  
 

Above: 6th grader Michael Kahwaty enjoys an after school snack of 
some French fries at The Shack. Photo courtesy of Michael Kahwaty.   

Can you solve this cryptogram? 
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Americans Aged 12-15 Are Now Eligible For  
COVID-19 Vaccine  
By Lamees Morsy, Grade 7  
 

   Following authorization by the Food and Drug Administra-
tion (FDA) and permission by the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC), children aged 12 and above are now 
eligible for the Pfizer vaccination. The FDA has permitted the 
emergency use of all three vaccinations, which have been 
shown to be safe and effective. While the Moderna and John-
son & Johnson vaccinations are still only accessible to those 
over the age of 18.       
  “We encourage everyone, including children, to get vac-
cinated when they are eligible and the vaccine is available to 
them,” states pediatrician Michelle Medina, M.D., of the 
Cleveland Health Clinic, when asked about children receiving 
their COVID-19 vaccinations. 
  Is the COVID-19 vaccine safe for children? Yes, the Pfizer 
vaccine authorized by the FDA has been shown to be both 
safe and effective after extensive testing and analysis. Ac-
cording to the FDA, the Pfizer vaccine was thoroughly evalu-
ated before being made accessible to the general public, pri-
marily to determine its safety and efficacy in youngsters aged 
12 to 15.     
   Why should children aged 12 and up be vaccinated? Alt-
hough children’s cases of COVID-19 are often milder than 
those of adults, and most don't have major symptoms, some 

children have fallen ill with acute COVID-19. 
However, with this extended eligibility — which covers 
around 17 million children and teenagers — the vaccination is 
now available to an estimated 87 percent of the  

Continued on Next Page  
 

Photo courtesy of The New York Times.  

Help Stop the Crime of Animal Abuse 
By Bianca Binetti, Khasandra Almoubayed  
& Qendresa Bekiri, Grade 5  
 
   Animal abuse has been a problem for a long period of time, and is 
still a problem. Animals are innocent creatures. This problem has to 
be stopped before it gets worse. 
   Animal abuse occurs when an animal is mistreated. Some people 
think it's funny to kick, hurt and starve animals but that is abuse. 
Some people may keep animals out in freezing cold and boiling hot 
weather. They think it's a good idea to keep them chained up so 
they “don't run away.”  This is abuse.  
   People do these things to animals and think it's okay. But animals 
also have feelings and can feel pain too. Did you know animals get 
abused everyday by getting tested for makeup products, skin prod-
ucts, and much more? There are many innocent animals getting 
tested on every single day just for you to have makeup products or 
skin care products. The animals  who get tested have no idea what's 
going on. Due to this horrible act they get many dangerous illness-
es. Many of these illnesses don't even have cures.  According to the 
Humane Society, an organization that works to protect animals, the 
animals who get abused the most are dogs, cats, bunnies, and hors-
es. This does not even include the animal abuse that occurs at zoos 
and the abuse of livestock like chickens, cows, and pigs, on farms 
that produce food.  

   According to Four Paws International, a global animal welfare 
organization, some solutions to help stop abuse to animals are:  
 
-Be an example of kindness to other pets. For example, you may 
foster a pet that is in need of a home until it finds a more perma-
nent home. 
-Report animal cruelty, abuse or neglect. If you become aware or 
even think an animal may be experiencing abuse, report it to the 
police. You need to be the voice for these animals!  
-Use your voice and spread the world. Educate people around you 
about the issue. Sometimes people can be unclear about what 
abuse looks like. Many times people want to help, but don’t know 
how.  
-Volunteer at a local animal shelter or pet store  to help spread 
awareness.  
-Stop using products that test on animals. Companies like  bare-
Minerals, EOS, and Burt’s Bees do not test on animals. Unfortu-
nately, there are many popular companies that do.        

 

   Although animal abuse has been a problem for a very long time, 
it's time we fight to stop it. Would you want someone hurting your 
pet? Use your voice to help now. 
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The Southern Border Divides America -  
And Americans 

By Eamon Cathcart, Grade 8 
 

   Crises on the Southern end of the North American continent have 
sent a surge of desperate people, families, and communities to the 
Southern Border of the United States in hopes of a better life. Even 
young children are forced to undergo this dangerous trek unattend-
ed, and yet only a small number of these hopeful asylum-seekers 
have found a safe haven within America. The question on many 
people’s minds is: Why? 
   Why are so many people flocking to the American-Mexican border 
to ask for passage into America? Currently in Mexico and even fur-
ther beyond into Central America, citizens are faced with danger 
every day. Most of the immigrants found at the Southern Border 
originally lived in Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, and 
sometimes even further into countries such as Cuba and Haiti. For 
years, especially recently with the world-wide COVID-19 epidemic, 
these countries have seen a decline in economic conditions, leading 
to widespread poverty. This, coupled with the fact that many of 
these countries have some of the highest crime and murder rates 
globally, is the primary reason so many residents want to move 
north to America.  
   Why are there so many problems at the Southern border current-
ly? Recently, America has seen some of the worst complications 
involving immigration in its history, with families separated and 
forced into what some deem inhumane conditions. With the current 
climate of Central American countries getting worse, many people 
have been forced to make difficult decisions, with some families 
sending only their children across the border to be considered for 
asylum. This has made finding housing for these children difficult for 
immigration staff. COVID-19 and the transition to President Joe 
Biden's new immigration policy have also been a cause of confusion 
among workers along the border.  
   Why are Americans so split on the issue of immigration? The de-
bate over immigration has always been a hot topic within not just 
the American government, but also its citizens. Many support the 
hopeful masses at the border, while others detest their presence. 
Some argue that immigrating masses will take over the American 
workforce, stealing jobs from native-born citizens, while others note 
the fact that most immigrants are forced into the lowest paying jobs 
no one else wants.  
   Many are fearful that immigrating people bring crime into the 
country with them, yet evidence collected from a Texas Department 
of Safety study shows that there is no correlation between immigra-
tion and increased crime rate.  
   Some look at the financial side of the immigration issue, stating 
that undocumented immigrants don’t pay taxes like a U.S. citizen, 
due to the fact that they have not yet been officially declared a citi-
zen. This, however, is largely untrue, seeing as a report from the 
Congressional Budget Office shows that 50%-75% of all undocu-
mented immigrants- nearly 6 million in total- pay billions of dollars 
in taxes every year, and have been since 1996, when the IRS made it 
possible for people residing in the U.S. to pay taxes without having 
to possess a social security number. Despite paying taxes, since 
these immigrants are undocumented, they don’t reap any of the 
benefits such as Social Security benefits, Medicare, or Medicaid.  

   Many believe immigrants also benefit the economy not through 
only working and paying taxes, but also by buying goods and 
services.    According to the Bureau of Economic Analysis, undoc-
umented immigrants, after paying taxes, contributed over 1.2 
trillion dollars to the U.S. GDP in 2018, making them a top 
spender. 
   It's apparent that much of the information commonly thought 
to be truthful surrounding immigration is skewed, fearmongering, 
or just simply untrue. The recent push for more in depth and 
honest coverage of the Southern border’s condition and issues, 
however, spells hope for the future of thousands of hopefuls at 
the border, as well as the tens of millions of immigrants already 
residing in the United States. Hopefully, through the spread of 
study-backed information, Americans, native-born or immigrant, 
can unite. 

Continued from Previous Page  
Americans Aged 12-15 Are Now Eligible for a 
COVID-19 Vaccine  
 
U.S. population. Vaccinating children aged 12 to 15 may 
bring the country one step closer to controlling the pan-
demic.  
  Would children get side effects, and if so what kind? Per-
haps. According to the CDC, the vaccination has the same 
side effects in children as it does in adults, though they 
are usually minor. They include injection site soreness, 
headaches, fatigue, and body pains.  Serious side effects 
in children are uncommon, just as they are in adults. 
   7th grader Nadia Malek shares, “Now that the COVID 
vaccine is available to ages 12 to 15 I’m planning on 
getting the vaccine. Mainly because I like to travel and 
this would make it a little easier to do things with my fam-
ily. I don’t really have any concerns just because nobody 
that is healthy has had any type of problem from the vac-
cine other than a sore arm and a little fever.  
  “Symptoms like these come from any vaccine. If I get the 
vaccine I can still get COVID, but so far it seems no one 
has after getting it...Or I can not get it and take the risk of 
getting COVID. No matter what, there is always going to 
be a risk and we all have to be willing to take one of 
them.” 

   Sandy Hassan, 7th grade, thinks differently. “No, I don't 
plan on getting the vaccine now that it is available for my 
age group. I am not going to because we don’t know the 
long term side effects. My concerns are the effects of the 
vaccine.”  
  Kids may play a vital role in allowing vaccination to work. 
Vaccinating teenagers allows them to return to social ac-
tivities more quickly, giving parents and guardians peace 
of mind that their children are safe. This may take the 
country even closer to life pre-pandemic.  
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Where good friends and great food 

come together  

 

90 Main St. Little Falls, NJ 07424 

973-785-3563 

fallskitchen.com 

 

Summer Hours 

 

Open 7 days a week 

1-10 PM 

 

Summer Is Here...Eat Ice Cream!  

 

11 Paterson Ave. 

Little Falls, NJ 07424 

973-837-6118 

 

schumacherchevy.com 

SALES (973) 200-6347 

SERVICE (973) 200-6612 

Our philosophy is simple, when you  

surround yourself with people who love 
what they do, your time at SHAG86 can 
be nothing less than fabulous.   

 

86 Main Street, Little Falls, NJ 

973.837.0086 

shag86.com 

 

*Present this ad and receive 10% off any 
service on Mondays or Tuesdays. 

tel:+19732006347
tel:+19732006612
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BIG DADDY'S DOGS 

62 MAIN STREET 

LITTLE FALLS, NJ, 07424  

973-785-0206 

GARY@BIGDADDYSNJ.COM  

 

   We deliver with ubereats.com!  

75 Main St. Little Falls NJ 07424 

973-837-8282 

arturobistro.com 

 
-Lunch Special- 

Buy five lunches and the 6th is free! 

Offer valid with cash only and with this 
coupon  

 

Visit us at 98 Main Street 

Little Falls, NJ 07424 

 

ethanandthebean.com  

55 East Main Street 

Little Falls, NJ 07424  

973.837.8060 

jackiesgrilletteonline.com  

mailto:Gary@bigdaddysnj.com
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Scientists Are Working Tirelessly To Protect The 
Leatherback Sea Turtle  
Moira McEvoy & Charlie Lalumia, Grade 8 
 

   What has tough, rubbery skin, and no hard shell or scales? The 
Leatherback turtle! There are only about 2,300 Leatherback sea turtles 
left in the world, making them the world’s most endangered marine 
turtle population. 
   The Leatherback turtle is named for its rubbery, tough skin and like 
all reptiles, it is a cold-blooded species. They live in the Pacific, Atlan-
tic, and Indian Oceans and can live up to 45-50 years. These are no 
small turtles. In fact, they are the largest living turtle on the planet, 

and they weigh up to 2,200 pounds! Leatherbacks can also  swim up to 
1, 900 miles in 23 days! Leatherback turtles are known as gelatinivores, 

which means they only eat invertebrates such as sea squirts, shrimp, and jellyfish. Unfortunately, to them plastic bags look similar to the food 
they eat.  
   Tragically, these creatures are in danger of extinction. There is a wide range of threats to their existence. According to NOAA (The National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) the primary danger is being caught in fishing gear. They may swallow hooks or become victims of 
bycatch, which is when they get caught in nets that are used for shrimp and other fish, and end up drowning.  
   Not only that, but they’re also hunted for their meat and eggs. Unborn turtles are also at risk, as many turtle nesting habitats have been 
destroyed. Colliding with sea vessels, climate change, and pollution have also been detrimental to the Leatherback population.  Confused by 
the lights from local businesses and homes, sea turtle hatchlings are often drawn away from the ocean in search of the light. As a result they 
are likely to be eaten by predators such as seagulls and crabs and oftentimes become dehydrated. On a hopeful note, according to 
Oceana.org, “Even though they are vulnerable to extinction, their numbers are in better shape than most other sea turtles.”  
   Fortunately, conservationists all over the world are working to save these creatures from extinction.  Organizations like the World Wildlife 
Fund (WWF) put forth many efforts. For example, they may use satellite tracking to track the migration patterns of the turtles so they can be 
ready to help if the turtles are too close to fisheries. WWF is also working with fisheries to switch to turtle-friendly hooks (circle hooks). They 
are also working to conserve the nesting area of the largest remaining population of Leatherback turtles in the Pacific Ocean. If you are look-
ing to help and want an adventure, volunteers are always needed. You can also donate to these organizations to help fund their projects.  
    

 

Photo courtesy of National Wildlife Federation.  

Sudoku 

 

Rules of the Game 

 

The rules of the game are simple: each of 
the nine blocks has to contain all the 
numbers 1-9 within its squares. Each 
number can only appear once in a row, 
column or box. The goal of the game is to 
fill in the entire board. 

 

Have fun!  
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The Great Kingdom of Carnivorous Plants 

By Michael Kahwaty & Elijah Pariona, Grade 6 
 

   Everyone knows how plants stay alive; something about chlorophyll, 
water and sunlight or whatever. But why do plants have to be so bor-
ing? Why do they get the short end of the stick, while all the other 
living things get to go about their eventful lives just eating other living 
things that aren’t green and in the dirt?  
   Well, good news, only the majority of plants get the short end of the 
environment-killing plastic straw. Introducing Carnivorous Plants….bum 
bum bummmm. Every day, these plants feed on small bugs that are 
tricked into falling into their trap and live a mostly acid-filled life for the 
next 30 seconds. 
   Australian Sundews are not your ordinary plants that you would see 
by your grandma’s house. Instead, they have sticky hairs and no, not 
actual hair but hair that can trick an insect. These sundews have hairs 
that may look like they have raindrops on them. How does that trick 
the bug you may ask? These aren’t actual raindrops but instead these 
red hairs are actually glue-like that trap the insects so they can’t es-
cape. 
  Aldrovanda vesiculosa, also known as the Waterwheel Plant, lives in 
water and catches small organisms that exist in the water. It uses traps 
very similar to the Venus Flytrap — such a copycat!  Each trap is sur-
rounded by small bristles that prevent the trap from being triggered by 
small debris in the water. Waterwheel plants eat eelworms and Daph-
nia. Waterwheel plants call northern Australia, and the tropical regions 
of Asia and Africa home.  
   If you were to pull up a picture of a Pitcher Plant, they would look 
just like a pitcher your aunt may use for Iced Tea. However, they are 
instead red and green, growing in swamps, and found in the eastern 
United States, including right here in New Jersey. These plants are awe-
some plants for decoration but don’t just pull one from the wild be-
cause first, they’re rare and second, some species would go extinct. 
The way Pitcher Plants feast on their prey is by having juicy nectar on 
the lid. Flies and other insects are attracted to it and also the plant can 
look like raw meat which is the total nail on the coffin. It is difficult to 
escape once inside the plant. 
   Well there it is. Those are some of the carnivorous plants, certainly 
not all of them, but a certain interesting few, that feel they are better 

From left to right: Pitcher Plant, Aldrovanda vesiculosa (Waterwheel Plant,) and  Australian Sundews. 

Photos courtesy of San Diego Zoo Animal & Plants, Carnivorous Plant Resource, and Britannica.  

than us other, typical chlorophyll-creating plants. Yeah, I’m going 
to call out all of the carnivorous plants, we know you think you’re 
better than all of us, you think that just because you eat flies and 
small animals, you’re above everyone else that gets nutrients 
normally. Well, you aren’t, so although we are boosting your ego, 
take a big ‘ol pin, and pop that inflated ego. Hmmph. 

Unscramble these words 

that appear in the article  

vcasooinrur 

________________________ 

 

yllochplhro 

________________________ 

 

wdeuns 

________________________ 

 

tweerehwla 

________________________ 

 

vmorintenne  

________________________ 
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  W E ’V E  G O T  S U M M E R   

Summer Activities That Will Keep You Busy   
By Nathan Tedesco & Noah Redden, Grade 6  
    
   We have been stuck at home with nothing much for us to do. We 
can’t wait to get back outside with our friends. But what exactly can 
we do to have some fun this summer? 
   Do you like the water? Well one of the things you can enjoy is a 
refreshing summer water balloon fight! A water balloon fight is very 
easy to set up. All you need are balloons, water and some friends or 
family. While you can probably use regular balloons, you may want 
to get the balloons that are specially made for water balloon fights. 
These balloons are smaller and not as thick, so they pop more easily. 
Once you have the balloons, you’ll want to fill them up and tie them 
tightly. You don't want the balloons to fill too much or they will pop. 
Then once you have all the balloons filled, divide them up, make the 
teams and prepare for battle!  
   If you're a more outdoorsy kind of person you can try hiking. If you 
already do hiking regularly then you can try something a little more 
extreme. The summer can be the best time to go on a walk and leave 
the house to explore. Mainly, because all of the trees and plants that 
are in bloom. If you're going to explore, make sure you are with an 
adult or another person, just in case you can’t find your way back. Or 
tell a guardian at home that you're leaving. Have prepared some 
water, food, and a small first aid kit just in case of an emergency or if 

Summer 2021 Fashion Trends 

By Sophia Henderson & Abigail Erickson, Grade 6 
 

   Are you going to the beach, boardwalk, restaurant, etc. during this summer and confused about what to wear? This summer fashion guide 

can give you inspiration and help you feel content in what you’re wearing. 
Outfits  
   Dresses are always a nice clothing item to wear in summer because most of them are light and easy to wear in the heat. Floral patterns, espe-
cially hibiscus, have been trending. Along with plain clothes with no patterns and just colors. Pastel, bright colors like blue, pink, and purple, and 
neutral. Halter tops, tanks, and just regular short sleeves are great options to wear during summer. Many different bright colors and different 
patterns have been popular.   
   Bottoms such as skirts, flared pants, and denim are very popular this summer. Midi skirts with floral prints or silk fabric are simple and easy to 
style! Flared pants like yoga leggings, or just flared pants in general are examples of other bottoms that are popular. Colors like brown, sage 
green, white and bright pastels are very popular.  
Shoes                   
   Shoes are one of the most important items in fashion. Yes, you need them to walk around, but they are also a key part to any outfit. Firstly, 
platform sandals or flip flops are a staple, especially for the beach. Another essential shoe would be a pair of sneakers. Whether you’re walking 
on the boardwalk, biking, running, and more, they are the go-to. Many fashionistas are even pairing sneakers with fun floral dresses! Don’t be 
afraid to wear boots in the summer. Although most boots are made for the winter, there are ones that are on the lighter side and look super 
cute with a variety of outfits.  
Accessories   
   No matter what season it is, accessories are always trending! Accessories can make an outfit look less “basic” and can tie an outfit together. 
Rings have been really popular since late winter. Clay rings or “chunky” rings in bright colors can successfully accessorize your outfit. Gold or 
silver rings are simple and noticeable when layered together, too. 
   Layering necklaces is something you can do to make your outfit a little less basic. Beaded necklaces are also a staple, and you can have fun 
making them yourself. All you need is some beads of any size and some clear string. It's quite simple and very easy to make! 
   Tote bags, shoulder bags, crochet bags, and a newer market style bag have all been trending. These bags can be paired with almost anything! 
Carry a water bottle, a wallet and whatever else you may need in these summery bags.  
  Have fun with your fashion this summer! 

you just are feeling a little hungry or thirsty. You also probably 
would like to have some comfortable shoes to wear. Nobody 
likes blisters. If you’re exploring Little Falls, check out Morris 
Canal Park. This park has some trails and some benches where 
you can look at the nice view.  
   Go fish! Fishing is not only a fun pastime card game to play in 
the comfort of your own home. For fishing, all you need is a 
fishing rod, a lure or real bait, and also a line just in case you run 
out. Make sure you have the right weight and of course a hook. 
You will probably also want extra bait because you're not going 
to catch a fish every single bite and sometimes the bait comes 
off.  
   If you catch a fish make sure you have clippers or something 
that can help you cut the fishing line or to help you take the fish 
off the hook so it does not die. You can also use it to cut the line 
if it gets caught on something, for example a log.  
   Since you do need a few materials with you, a tackle box may 
come in handy.  This holds your things for fishing like hooks, 
lures, bobbers, weights, and more.  
   Are you excited for this summer but aren’t sure what to do? 
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O N  O U R  M I N D S   

The Brief History of Some Classic Summer Treats 
By Victor DePadova, Logan Rodriguez, Grade 6 & Tia Theeb, Grade 5  
 

   You sit down outside under the shade to eat a popsicle. Or maybe it’s an ice cream cone?  As this summer treat cools you down you won-
der, “Who ever came up with this delicious treat?” This article will answer that question.  
    A popsicle is a water or milk based frozen snack. Many enjoy this sweet summer snack, though few know who first created it. That is all 
thanks to Frank Epperson. At the time he was just 11 years old!  
   He came up with his sweet treat by total accident. He made a soft drink, left a wooden stick which was used to stir his concoction in the 
cup, and left it outside. When he woke up and went outside, he found the drink frozen solid, as temperatures had dropped to record lows 
that night. When he recovered the cup he ran  hot water over it and tried it. Knowing he had come up with a good idea, he made them for his 
friends. He called it the “Epsicle.”  
   When he grew up, he shared his invention with his kids who called it “Pop’s ‘sicle.” The name was so catchy that Frank kept it with a slight 
alteration of Popsicle and patented it. Now, the popsicle is a summer staple and loved by all. 
   Ice cream is a beloved summer treat. Though ice cream and popsicles are both cold, refreshing, and very popular, ice cream is totally differ-
ent from popsicles. Something similar to ice cream was made in China way back in  618-97AD but the modern ice cream was made in 1851. 
The ice cream was made by a Baltimore milk dealer named Jacob Fussell. He bought dairy products and sold them, but when he had extra 
cream and milk he invented ice cream. Soon enough he opened the first large scale ice cream factory in the United states.   
 There are many flavors of ice cream. Some of the most well-known and popular flavors here in the United States include vanilla, chocolate, 
and strawberry. For the more adventurous snackers there are flavors like honey lavender, sweet corn, and olive oil. Spicy wasabi is typically 
served with sushi, but in Japan you can also find it as an ice cream flavor! These are just some of the many many strange and maybe delicious 
flavors of ice cream.   
  Whether it’s a popsicle or ice cream make sure you treat yourself this summer!  
 

Here are some interesting facts about popsicles and ice cream: 
 

 One scoop of ice cream takes about 50 licks to finish.  

 The most popular flavor of popsicles is cherry. 

 One cow is able to make enough milk for 2 gallons of ice cream per day and 730 gallons of ice cream per year. 

 Every year, more than two billion popsicles are sold. 

 The average American eats 48 pints of ice cream each year. 

Above left: Jacob Fussell’s ice cream factory. Photo courtesy of DreamScoops.com.  Above right:  Vintage popsicle poster. Photo 
courtesy of CollectorsWeekly.com  
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Disney Celebrates the 87th Birthday of Donald Duck! 

By Ava Barraco & Brendan Switzer, Grade 5 
 

   As some Disney fans may or may not know, on June 9th, the beloved 
Donald Duck turned 87. Donald has been filling the world with laughter 
and entertainment since his debut in 1934. Although he isn’t exactly as 
world renowned as Mickey Mouse he is one duck that has contributed 
much to the Walt Disney company. To celebrate his birthday we are 
doing a recap on his life, military history, and his huge family tree! 
 

Older History and Appearances 1930-1950  
   Donald Duck made his first appearance on June 9th, 1934, in the Silly 
Symphony short “The Wise Little Hen.” Donald actually has the most 
appearances in Disney shorts, with 131 different Disney shorts and 5 
Disney films from 1939 to 1959. His last sighting in the shorts was in 
1959 in a short called “How to Have an Accident at Work”. While Disney 
continued to make shorts for Donald, comic book artists alike were 
inspired all around the world. One of the most notable Donald Duck 
comic book makers may be Carl Barks. Carl Barks made many comics 
and built a world of characters based on the life of the one and only 
Donald Duck. 
 

Modern History and Appearances 1951 - 2021 
   Much of the success of Donald Duck stems from the many shorts 
made from 1934 to 1950, especially during the events of World War II. 
But Donald still remained a well-known face for the remainder of his 
life. However, his film appearances were lacking in the 60s, 70s, and 
early 80s. In the comic world, Donald was a star. Carl Barks continued 
making comics for Donald, along with other characters he’d created. 
These characters were often related to Donald, and influenced many 
cartoonists to create similar comics and characters. Donald has a small 
role in Ducktales (1987), making appearances in 9 out of 100 of it’s epi-
sodes. However, Donald has a much bigger role in the 2017 Ducktales, 
appearing in 30 out of 69 of the episodes. Donald and his bandmates-- 
Jose Carioca and Panchito Pistoles, are in a Disney+ series called “The 
Legend of the Three Caballeros” as well as a ride in Walt Disney World’s 
EPCOT in the World Showcase. He is known as a member of the Sensa-
tional Six, along with Mickey, Minnie, Daisy, Goofy, and Pluto.  
 

Donald’s Military History 
   Likely to the surprise of many, Donald Duck fought in the military. In 
the early shorts, he was often depicted as a soldier fighting in World 
War II. These shorts were quite obviously made during World War II, 

and could usually get some laughs out of discouraged or stressed 
soldiers during those times. Donald starred in the shorts “Donald 
Gets Drafted”, “The Vanishing Private”, “The Sky Trooper”, “Fall 
Out Fall In”, “The Old Army Game”, and “Commando Duck”. These 
films were so popular he got an aircraft in the war named after 
him, the aircraft was called “The Ruptured Duck”. The shorts 
would often show a bias to the U.S. because Walt Disney was quite 
big on showing his gratitude towards his country. 
 

Donald’s Extended Family Tree (Don Rosa Family Tree) 
   Donald Duck is surprisingly popular in the comic book world. Don 
Rosa made comics based on Donald and his family members such 
as Scrooge McDuck, and his nephews Huey, Dewey, and Louie.  
   The Don Rosa family tree starts with three separate families-- 
Coot Kin, The Ducks, and Clan McDuck. A few generations into 
Coot Kin, Elvira Coot marries Humperdink Duck. The two have 
three children. One of these children is Quackmore Duck, who 
marries Hortense McDuck. The couple has twins Donald and Della 
Duck. Della Duck is mother of Donald’s nephews Huey, Dewey, 
and Louie, and appears as one of the main characters in the Duck-
tales reboot. Donald and Della tie all three families together, since 
Quackmore is from the Ducks and the Coot Kin, and Hortense is 
from the McDucks. So although Donald’s family tree is complicat-
ed, he can still be traced back to Coot Kin, The Ducks, and Clan 
McDuck. 
 

Donald’s Overall Influence on The Entertainment World Today 
    Donald Duck has appeared in over hundreds of episodes and is 
one of the most well-known characters in the Disney universe. He 
has appeared in not only Disney Shorts, but also Ducktales, Mickey 
Mouse Clubhouse, and Mickey and the Roadster Racers. Artists, 
cartoonists, animators, and so many others have shown their dedi-
cation towards the world’s most lovable duck. Donald Duck has 
been making us laugh for the last 87 years of his life, and will likely 
continue to do so for many years to come. 

 

Above: The Evolution of Donald Duck. Photo courtesy of Dinsey.com.  

“Happiness is  

the richest thing  

we will ever own. “ 

-Donald Duck  
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Editing  

Extraordinaire  

There are 5 errors in total. There are errors in spelling, use of apostrophe, capitalization, and  
punctuation. Can you find them all?  
Story by Giovanni Carnemolla, Grade 5 
 

RING! RING!  
“Finally!” exclaimed Sally.  
The last Day of school has ended at Henderson Middle School. Sally and her best friend Joe eagerlly 
stuffed all their papers into their bags and raced down the hall. Kids we’re throwing papers, notebooks, 
and pencils everywhere. There was a wide smile on everyones face. Sally turned to Joe and said, “What 
are your summer plans?”  
“Im just gonna chill out, play video games relax, you?” Joe replied. 
“My family and I are flying to Florida to see our grandparents. We’ll be there all summer.”  
“See you in the fall,” Joe said, sprinting away.  

The Show Stopping BBMAs Leaves Fans Thrilled  
By Kiesha Leonard & Slavica Jovanovic, Grade 6  
 

   The Billboard Music Awards (BBMAs) are awards given out to artists in the music industry every 
year by Billboard. Billboard is a music chart that covers popular songs and artists in the music busi-
ness. But how do the BBMAs work? 
   Firstly, the BBMA nominees are chosen depending on their album and digital song sales, tours, 
and streams of their music. According to hollywoodreporter.com, there are 51 categories that 
nominees are divided into. Fans vote for their favorite artists by using social media platforms like 
Facebook and Twitter. Then, the artist with the most votes gets an award for that category.  
   This year, the BBMAs took place in the Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles. It happened on May 
23rd from 8:00 pm to 10:00 pm EST. The host for this year’s BBMAs was the popular singer and 
songwriter, Nick Jonas. Some artists and groups that were said to perform at this year's BBMAs are 
BTS, The Weeknd, H.E.R, and Twenty One Pilots.  
   Categories for this year’s BBMAs included Social Artist, New Artist, and Female and Male artist. 
These categories have nominees like Ariana Grande, BTS, Billie Eilish, Drake, Doja Cat and many 
more. Not only are artists and singers nominated, albums are as well. Folklore by Taylor Swift, My 
Turn by Lil Baby and After Hours by The Weeknd are albums that were nominated for the Billboard 
200 Album category.  
   This year’s BBMAs were a hit! Many awards were won by artists that fans love. For example, The 
Weeknd won 10 awards including Top Artist, Top Male Artist, Top Hot 100 Artist, and more. Pop 
Smoke went home with 5 awards including Top Billboard 200 Album (Shoot For The Stars Aim For The Moon), Top Rap Artist, Top New 
artist, and more. BTS went on to win 4 awards including Top Social Artist for the fifth consecutive year.  
   Fans were also very excited to watch their favorite artists perform. Doja Cat and SZA performed their big hit single “Kiss Me More” and BTS 
gave their debut television performance of their new song “Butter.” Fans were thrilled to also see artists like Glass Animals, P!nk, Alicia Keys 
and the Jonas Brothers perform their songs at this year’s BBMAs. Not only the artists’ performances, but the presenters were a big surprise 
to viewers. Kathryn Hahn and Priyanka Chopra Jonas were special presenters of the BBMA performers.  
  The BBMAs gave viewers a fun experience for this year. Who will take the stage next year? 

Above: Nick Jonas hosted this years’ 
Billboard Music Awards.  Photo 
courtesy of USA Today.com.  
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Editorial  
Accessories Banned From The NBA   
By Tommy Breitwieser & Anthony Bagnuolo, Grade 7  
 

   Necklaces and chains. Shoes. Arm sleeves. Throwback jerseys. What do 
these all have in common? They were all banned from the NBA.  
 Accessories Banned 
   During the many years of the NBA there have been many unique acces-
sories worn by your favorite players that got banned. But why? Some of 
these accessories are made by top brands like Supreme, Gucci and Nike. 
The first Item banned was chains and necklaces mainly worn by Darryl 
Dawkins, a center who played for The Sixers in 1980. The reason for this 
was because of safety hazards.  
   Another accessory banned was ninja style headbands worn by many of 
the top players today and back in the day.  Some players that wore this 
are Jimmy Butler of the Miami Heat and James Harden of the Brooklyn 
Nets.  
  Also a Supreme shooting sleeve worn by now Warriors player Kelly 
Oubre was banned in 2017 for it supposedly being too “swaggy”. We all 
know it was banned because the rest of the league was jealous. Maybe 
this is because the rest of the league and league managers could not 
wear that swag as well as he did? Some of them also use all their money 
on cars so they might not be able to afford that.  
   To add on to the too-swaggy trends for the NBA, Iman Shumpert of the 
New York Knicks thought it was a good idea to put the team's logo in his 
hair. According to HighSnobiety ”Item 5 of Section H of the NBA rule 
book’s extended comments section says, "The only article bearing a 
commercial ‘logo’ which can be worn by players is their shoes.” This time 
it was not the NBA’s fault for its ban because this rule was made in 1980 
when brands were first brought into the league.  
  Finally, one of the newest was throwback jerseys. In a league where the 
rules mandate players wearing jerseys, they are also forbidden from 
wearing them off the court. At the height of the throwback jersey of the 
late '90s and  early 2000s, NBA players paid tribute to past greats in a 
mass of sports by showing their Mitchell & Ness jerseys. As part of the 
attire mandate from Commissioner Stern, he got rid of any  tribute to 
past greats in other sports by banning them.  This was because he 

thought it was disrespectful, but why? They were only paying trib-
ute. The reason is they didn't want people to think they could buy 
those jersey’s because they are rare. Maybe they figured if fans see 
players wearing the rare jerseys, they’d want them too. Basically, 
the NBA officials did not want to upset and let down the fans. This 
shows how wrong and clueless the NBA is when they go to ban 
items. 
Shoes banned 
   The NBA is full of nonsensical rules. In the NBA the pair of shoes 
Air Jordan 1’s are banned. These shoes were made by Nike for the 
NBA legend Michael Jordan. The Air Jordan 1 started  from the 
brand Nike, at this time Nike was not that big of a brand and were 
competing against Adidas and Converse. They had to make some-
thing big and sign a brand deal with someone really good. They 
signed Michael Jordan and made the Air Jordan 1’s.  
  The trouble started when the NBA wrote them a letter saying that 
the shoe’s color does not match their uniform. At the time you had 
to have the same color shoe to your jersey and your teammates had 
to have similar pairs of sneakers. Michael Jordan would keep wear-
ing the red/black Air Jordan 1’s each game, but with a $5,000 fine 
per game! 
   Going on with this there is another pair of shoes banned in the 
NBA. The APL shoes are also known as Athletic Propulsion Labs. 
Now, you ask why they are banned? This pair of shoes apparently 
made you jump higher. Yes I said it, jump higher. These shoes ap-
parently improved a person's vertical leap. Research from SPY.com  
news shows that it improved a person's vertical leap by 3.5 inches. 
Since these shoes increased somebody's vertical leap by 3.5 inches 
they had to get banned.  
   What else will be banned? High top sneakers? Low top sneakers? 

 

Above left: Michael Jordan’s banned sneakers. Photo courtesy of CNN.com. Above right: Ninja-style headbands banned from the NBA. Photo 
courtesy of NBA.NBCsports.com  
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Continued from Front Cover  
Fans Across the World Get Ready For the Summer Olympics  
 

The Olympics usually attract 11,000 athletes and 25,000 journalists! Because of this, there are heavy requirements for COVID-19 to keep eve-
ryone participating safe.  
   The Washington post states “Organizers have promised an Olympics that looks and feels different from previous summer Olympic games.”  
   There will be regular temperature checks and COVID-19 tests. On March 20th they announced there will be no spectators from overseas. 
Despite these restrictions, there will be an astounding 339 competitions among 33 different sports. Many people have protested against the 
event being held this summer. They don’t think it is safe enough to have right now. The Japan Times states that about 100 people gathered 
around the Olympic venue to protest against holding the Olympics. It is still scheduled to happen for now. Things may change in the future. 
   Senior sports Psychologist Sean McCann commented on the difficulty of being an Olympic athlete during this time. "We've had some athletes 
who've had to change their training situations six times in the last seven months," McCann said. 
   If you want to watch the Olympic games they will be on NBC, NBC sports, CNBC and more at 7PM EST on July 23rd, ending August 8th. Re-
member, the Olympics are one of the biggest and most unpredictable sporting events in the world. Anything could happen, and you want to 
be there when something crazy does happen. Have fun watching with the other 3.2 billion people!  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fun Facts:  
-The Medals will still say Tokyo 2020. 
-The first modern Olympics were played in Athens, Greece in 1896. 
-The Olympics first started in 776 B.C. It was made to honor the king of the Ancient   
  Greek Gods, Zeus. 
- Only 4 athletes have won medals in both the Summer and Winter Olympics. 
-The Olympic torch has actually been taken to space! 
-The 5 rings on the Olympic logo are the colors they are because every country has at    
   least one of the colors.  

Above: Photo courtesy of NBC.com.  

Above left: Simone Biles at the 2016 Olympics. Photo courtesy of ChicagoTribune.com. Right:  Swimmer, Hali Flickinger prepares for Summer 
2021. Photo courtesy of NPR.com.  
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